We demo a chat bot with the focus on complex, multi-sentence questions that enforce what we call rhetoric agreement of answers with questions. Chat bot finds answers which are not only relevant by topic but also match the question by style, argumentation patterns, communication means, experience level and other attributes. The system achieves rhetoric agreement by learning pairs of discourse trees (DTs) for question (Q) and answer (A). We build a library of best answer DTs for most types of complex questions. To better recognize a valid rhetoric agreement between Q and A, DTs are extended with the labels for communicative actions. An algorithm for finding the best DT for an A, given a Q, is evaluated.
Introduction
Over last few years, chat bots for efficient information access has become fairly popular. However, their relevance is still not as high as desired, which makes conversation longer, less efficient and less informative. For chat bots performing customer support capabilities, low relevance of answers and a lack in overall cohesiveness in support sessions may lead to customer frustration and as a result to a low customer retention.
Modern search engines are good at topical relevance; however, for a chat bot answers should not only be relevant but also need to follow certain style and specific session coherence. A sequence of clarification requests and intermediate answers need to form a logical sequence, not just be constrained by a certain topic or entity. Although an entity-based and topic-based relevance has been extensively explored, coherent flow of utterances in a dialogue in general and a rhetoric correlation between questions is a research area in its infancy.
In this demo paper we improve the cohesiveness of a chat bot session flow by learning correct and incorrect sequences of utterances. When an answer or a clarification expression is weakly rhetorically correlated with a question or a request, a user can identify a dialogue flow broken even when all utterances are about the same entity and therefore topical relevance is high.
The dialogue flow corruption due to a weak rhetoric correlation occurs mostly for complex (Chali et al., 2009; Galitsky, 2017) , non-factoid dialogue sessions, involving clarification, explanation, comparison and other means to provide a chat bot user with a complete coverage on a topic or entity. Unsuitability of a requestresponse sequence usually becomes transparent via the ways an answer is communicated, explained or backed up. Examples of uncorrelated request-response pairs include:
 A chat bot user is a beginner and looks for a general recommendation but an answer is intended for professional, too specific, contains unnecessary arguments and details;
 A user formulated his ambiguous, controversial question relying on a contraposition, but a response just includes a set of plain facts, which are not opinionated;
 A user makes a claim, backs it up and asks for a confirmation. However, an answer just negates it without providing any support.
In the proposed system, rhetoric correlation is achieved via supervised learning of the sequences of utterances. We accumulate a set of correct utterance sequences, including question/answer pairs as our positive dataset, and a set of incorrect sequences and pairs -as the negative one.
The proposed chat bot relies on a computational measure for how logical rhetoric structure of a question is correlated with that of an answer. The system forms a discourse tree (DT) representation for a question/answer pair based on Rhetoric Structure Theory (RST, Mann and Thompson, 1988, Figs 1 and 2) , learns them and solves a Q/A pair classification problem of relating them into a class of valid (correct, appropriate answer) or invalid pairs. Although the parsers producing discourse trees are constantly improving (Joty et al., 2013; Feng and Hirst, 2014) , they identify too few rhetoric relations other than elaboration and joint. The scope of industrial applications of rhetoric-level analysis and rhetoric parsers is fairly restricted to content generation and summarization.
In our previous studies DTs have been found to assist in answer indexing to make search more relevant: query keyword should occur in nucleus rather than a satellite of a rhetoric relation (Galitsky et al., 2015) . Hence we developed a chat bot that leverages rhetoric parsing.
A sample chat bot session is available at github.com/bgalitsky/relevance-based-on-parsetrees/blob/master/examples/botSessionExample.tx t.
Adjusting Rhetoric Representation of
Answer to that of a Question
In Fig. 3 we introduce an example of an initial question, a disambiguation request formed by the chat bot, the option selected by a user and the final response. We show that there is a certain correlation between their rhetoric representations, discourse trees for the initial question and the final answers. If a question has a set of certain rhetoric relations, its answer is expected to reflect them in some form. Rhetoric correlation is expected to facilitate a direct, exact and detailed answer. Moreover, rhetoric correlation reduces a number of intermediate disambiguation requests, the length of information access sessions and how many times a user reads irrelevant answers, on the pathway to a satisfactory answer.
The question is about property tax and insurance on a car. This Q is controversial: on one hand, all owned properties are taxable, and on the other hand, the ownership is somewhat incomplete. This controversy is expected to be addressed by a good answer, relevant not only in terms of topic but also in terms of rhetoric correlation. To provide such A, a responder makes a statement concerning the necessity to pay tax on whatever is owned irrespectively of the registration status. The reader can observe that since the question includes rhetoric relation of Contrast, the answer has to match it with a similar relation to be convincing. An adequate answer should clarify the difference between the presence and absence of the contrast clauses in the question. Otherwise, this answer would look incomplete. Characteristic sub-trees here are Contrast- [Elaboration, …, Elaboration] -Contrast, which is present in question and therefore should also occur in the answer to match the argumentation style of the question.
A fragment of a DT with a special argumentation pattern used in a question is shown in Fig. 1 . When a question is formulated with a chain Attribution (to an authority) -Condition (if my case is covered by certain regulation issued by this authority), the answer is expected to confirm or reject this Condition. Indeed, there is a matching Condition relation in the answer, associated with Elaboration (Fig. 2, on the left) .
To represent the rhetoric agreement better, we augment DT with the information how each discourse unit is communicated. Some edges of communicative DTs are labelled with the expressions for communicative actions (CAs) in the VerbNet (Kipper et. al., 2008) form (shown on the right of Fig. 2 ). Such DTs are called Communicative Discourse Trees (CDTs).
A high-level view of the full DTs for these Q and A is shown in Fig. 4 . Both trees are merged into a single one for the purpose of automated learning of rhetoric agreement: a given pair can be (structurally) similar to Q/A pair of either positive or negative training set. Mapping of two occurrences of Contrast relations in Q into that of in A is shown by bolded arcs.
Maintaining a Sequence of Discourse trees
Figure 4: A dialogue and a discourse tree for the final answer.
In many cases, a current utterance needs to match the rhetorics of just a previous utterance. Howewer, in many cases not just a previous question but the whole chain needs to be taken into account (Fig.4) .
The first utterance is perceived as a factoid (general) question and a common answer is given. However, this answer is followed by a sarcastic form of dissatisfaction, so the same question is repeated with really note. Now, instead of providing a general, common answer of the fits-for-all kind, the chat bot finds a controversial opinion about an entity in question. The controversy is expressed via the Contrast relation between the parts of this utterance: On one hand, a person's role is a Secretary of State, but on the other hand this person gives special favors to certain people.
A scenario template that is expected to be earned in this case is as follows: 1) A factoid question 2) A general factoid, definitional answer 3) Dissatisfaction with (2), expressed via sarcastic really. Repeated question. 4) Opinionated answer to the same question (2).
Identifying Rhetoric Correlation
A search engine dealing with complex questions such as Yahoo! Answers needs a systematic approach to assess the rhetoric agreement and select the most suitable answers among the relevant ones. DTs' features could be represented in a numerical space where a classification into valid or invalid Q/A pairs would be conducted, however structural information on DTs would not be leveraged. Conversely, rhetoric agreement could be measured in terms of maximal common sub-DTs, but it is computationally intensive and too sensitive to errors in DT construction. Therefore a DT-kernel learning approach is selected which applies SVM learning to a set of all sub-DTs of the DT for Q/A pair. Tree kernel family of approaches is not very sensitive to errors in parsing (syntactic and rhetoric) because erroneous sub-trees are mostly random and will unlikely be common among different elements of a training set.
Given a positive dataset of valid Q/A pairs and a negative dataset of relevant Q/A pairs which are in a poor agreement, we attempt to recognize if a given Q/A pair is valid. Notice that a DT for Q and a DT for A can be arbitrary, but only DTs for a pair can be valid or invalid. Then this algorithm is applied to perform passage re-ranking of answers to achieve the highest possible rhetoric agreement maintaining relevance.
Tree Kernel (TK) learning for strings, parse trees and parse thickets is a well-established research area nowadays. The parse tree kernel counts the number of common sub-trees as the discourse similarity measure between two DTs. TK relies on the operation of generalization '^' which is applied at the level of parse and discourse trees, phrases, and words. A version of TK has been defined for DT by (Joty and Moschitti, 2014) . In (Wang et al., 2013 ) special form of TK was used for discourse relation recognition. In this study we extend the TK definition for the CDT, augmenting DT kernel by the information on CAs. In Fig. 4 we have DT-A and DT-Q joined at the root, so that counting common sub-trees with nodes from DT-Q and nodes from DT-A provides a quantitative insight on how these DTs are coordinated.
A CDT can be represented by a vector V of integer counts of each sub-tree type (without taking into account its ancestors). (Iruskieta et al., 2015) .
We define CA as a predicate of the form verb (agent, subject, cause) , where verb characterizes some type of interaction between involved agents (e.g., explain, confirm, remind, disagree, deny, etc.), subject refers to the information transmitted or object described, and cause refers to the motivation or explanation for the subject. To handle meaning of words expressing the subjects of CAs, we apply word2vec models (Mikolov et al., 2015) . When verbs are identified in Qs and As, CAs are formed from the VerbNet patterns (example is shown on the right of Fig.2) .
To compute similarity between the subjects of CAs, we use the following rule: If subject1=subject2, then subject1^subject2 = <subject1, POS(subject1), 1>.
Otherwise, if they have the same part-ofspeech, subject1^subject2 = <*, POS(subject1), word2vecDist(subject1^subject2)>. '*' is a placeholder for word lemma. If part-of-speech is different, generalization is an empty tuple. It cannot be further generalized. 
Chat Bot Implementation
The system architecture for a chat bot which relies on correlation of rhetoric structures of requests and response is shown in Figure 6 .
Get search results for input query and identify common topics in them Produce a clarification request for the user, enumerating the identified possible topics of interest User selects clarification option or reformulates the query Given a topic selected by the user, form a list of candidate answers
Build a DT for the question Obtain the best DT for an answer Select the best answer and provide it to the user User: -Accepts the current answer -Asks for another answer for a given topic -Requests to change topic -Requests to drill into the selected topic
Rhetoric agreement component combines Stanford NLP parsing, coreferences, entity extraction, DT construction (Surdeanu et al., 2013; Joty et al., 2016) , VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2008) and Tree Kernel builder (Severyn et al., 2012) are integrated into one system stored at https://github.com/bgalitsky/relevance-based-onparse-trees. This GitHub page contains the latest links, instructions on how to install resources and run the app.
The chat bot is optimized to minimize the amount of text the user needs to read in the course of getting to the answer. Instead of reading search results snippets and selecting the ones believed to be relevant, the system suggests the topics related to user question and options to drill into them or choose another one. This approach is better suited to personalization then conventional search engines, since user choice such as "financial product for a retired government employee" or "item for a toddler girl" is easier to formalize. A chat bot user is expected to read less and interact & clarify more to have a more efficient information access, which is also appropriate for mobile devices where text tends to be shorter and user interaction faster (Fig. 7) .
Related Systems and Conclusions
Conventional search engines, from vertical to horizontal, do not use discourse level analysis, as far as the authors know. This is due to its computational load and hard compatibility with big data technologies. Most search engineers consider discourse analysis too abstract and too distant from applications.
Since rhetoric parsers for English has become more available and accurate, their application in search engine indexing is becoming more feasible. As precision and recall of search systems ignoring discourse level information deteriorates, users do not find products, services and information they need, leveraging of linguistic technologies including discourse become realistic for industrial systems.
Most chat bot vendors these days such as Microsoft's QnA Maker, IBM's Watson QnA Pair Ranker, botframework.com and Google's Api.ai provide an NLP chat bot platform. This platform is designed in a way so that the developers from the companies that acquired this platform can feed them with a random set of Q/A pairs and expect a reasonable relevance. Evaluation results for instances of these chat bot platforms are unavailable to the authors, but there is some evidence that the performance of above chat bots is limited when a user deviates from pre-set Q/A pairs.
Another family of chat bots is focused on simulation of intelligent human dialogues on an arbitrary topic instead of sharing searched information or performing a transaction. A number of chat bots are based on deep learning (Cho et al., 2014) of an extended training set of human dialogs. Deep learning-based chat bots are sometimes good at supporting a conversation on an arbitrary topic and building plausible utterances. However, these chat bots are not very suitable for domains such as product selling, financial transaction and customer support due to their non-deterministic nature.
We conclude that selection of answers without taking discourse correlation into account leads to a limited satisfaction with chat bots and search engines. Frequently, answers to user questions obtained from noisy user-generated content are of lower quality. This is true even for a popular content, since search engine optimization algorithms select from an available corpus and optimize the selection for efficient advertisement.
Although most search engines are good at answering popular, a few keyword-size queries, they are not good at answering complex, detailed, multi-sentence questions. The system employs the constructed library of rhetoric structures for answers that match most popular types of long questions. Using this library, a generic chat bot would be capable of providing not only topically relevant but exact, direct, properly backed up, rhetorically appropriate answers.
A web version of the chat bot is available at http://ec2-35-160-183-122.us-west-2.compute.amazonaws.com:8080/Chat bot/indexnew.html.
The bot is implemented in Oracle Mobile Cloud environment https://cloud.oracle.com/mobile.
